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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn about the ecosystem and different components of building a digital twin.
Discover use-case examples of digital twins within the AEC using Unreal Engine.
Through a “Hello World” example, explore the creation and connection to IoT data
from within Unreal Engine.
Learn quick tips and steps to create a digital twin UI experience to share.

Description
Digital twins have a wide variety of uses, but the complexities around their development
are enough to make most tech enthusiasts in AEC think twice before embarking on a
project. However, game engines, whose high customizability and built-in real-time
rendering make them natural platforms for storytelling, are fast becoming a common
creation tool for digital twins. In this talk, we break down the steps and stages around
what is needed to create a digital twin experience using Unreal Engine, starting with
linking models from software packages like Revit and 3ds Max and moving on to
processes for connecting to simple sensor data and visualizing the output. We’ll also
share example case studies from the industry.
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Overview
The below documentation is here to support materials presented in the class presentation to
explain in more detail how some of the elements were constructed in the building of ‘My First
Digital Twin’. The aim of this class and its supporting documentation is to provide you with the
outline and first steps in getting a 3D Model and live real-world data to link together and learn how
to visualize them for a client facing experience.
This document has been put together by both Epic Games and WSP in exploring the base of this
topic.

Digital Twin Definition
There are many different names and terminologies around digital twins. For th purposes of this
class we are basing Digital twins on the criteria of:

A 3D representation of a physical space that
is connecting to a real-time live data source.
As described in the presentation this will look at exploring three core components to creating the
above digital twin. Implementation to a 3D model into Unreal [Revit]. Linking in live data into the
Unreal experience. Creating a simple UI to control and change the data in Unreal.
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3D Model and Geometry

In the first section we will look at importation of Revit and BIM information into Unreal. As the time
in the class is limited, we have chosen to work with an existing 3D model from Epic Games
Learning Resource Library, called Epic House.
Epic games offer’s a number of online classes and resources for free to allow you to better
understand how to import and use assets and files from Revit, 3D Studio Max and Maya.
In this class we will be using the output from the online learning area within the unreal website
found below:
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/onlinelearning-courses/revit-to-unreal-engine-fundamentals

Revit to Unreal Engine Fundamentals
Steve Biegun takes you through the steps of leveraging Revit models in Unreal Engine and
creating real-time multi-camera videos of the design. Steve covers exporting from Revit, the
Datasmith import options, migrating landscape and entourage from other projects, and using
Substance materials to enhance the surfaces. Steve finishes with lighting the scene and creating
a multi-camera animation in Unreal’s Sequencer tool for outputting video at near real-time pace.

What you’ll Learn.
•
•
•
•
•

Use the Unreal Studio Datasmith feature for Autodesk Revit to bring architectural data into
Unreal Engine.
Import and incorporate substances, materials, and static meshes from other projects.
Add lights, reflection probes, and relevant lighting volumes to a level.
Utilize a post-process volume to colour grade and adjust auto exposure settings.
Create still images and renders using cinematic cameras and sequencer.
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Public Data API’s

In this demonstration we will explore how to import an Open public Data source. The reasons
behind this is to showcase the functionality of the engine and its capacity to speak to external web
based data centers.
For this example we have chosen Open Weather. As the data is free and can be easily translated
and applied into the engine and relates to a number of Unreal engines built in features.
To allow access to the data sources you must first register an account and Get API Key from
their website:
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API Key
Once signed up, navigate to the API Key Tab in your account window, here you will see your
own unique API key for your project, this key is to let Open Weather know who is requesting the
information and what information you have access too based on your account. As you have
selected the free account you will have access only to the free content. Make sure to note this
somewhere as we will use it later in the presentation.

Weather API
Once signed up, navigate to the API Key Tab in your account window, here you will see your own
unique API key for your project, this key is to let Open Weather know who is requesting the
information and what information you have access too based on your account. As you have
selected the free account you will have access only to the free content. Make sure to note this
somewhere as we will use it later in the presentation.
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By City Name
Accessing the data under Current Weather Data will showcase you how the API address
is broken down and how and where you will need to adapt your information and enter in
your API Key which we seen earlier.
api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q={city name}&appid={API key}
It is also important to note the way that the
data is being stored within Open Weather,
for today’s class refer to the structure and
information stored within the JSON format
section further down the page.
This shows you the format in which the data
is stored and structured when your future
Unreal file will look at accessing the
information.
This is also a great place to start thinking
and exploring the different variables you
can represent in your unreal file, such as
visibility, wind, cloud coverage or sun
position.
In this class we will show you how to link to
some of these data sources and explore the
principle of how you link to this online data
base in real time.
Please take some time to read over the information presented on this page to better
understand how the data will be structured and brought into the engine later on. This is
also good to understand for future data you wish to bring into the engine.
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Va-Rest Plugin
Lastly before getting started you will need to download a free plugin on the Unreal Market place
called Va-Rest. Created by Vladimir Alyamkin.
As the unreal engine is a toolbox there are many things you can chose to build yourself using
C++ coding. However, in the Unreal community there are a number of solutions that have been
built, and are managed by others, that you can use in your projects moving forward. In this
instance, a plugin has been created to help Unreal speak to REST API sources online. This is
what we will need to start speaking with these data sources.

You can read more about it and find it here.
The Unreal Market place has a host of both freed and paid content that you can integrate into
your unreal projects today. From Plugins to 3D assets.

Add new Plugin to Unreal File
Once you have downloaded the plugin from the marketplace you can now find it located in the
engine. To access and enable it for use, open a new Unreal engine file (or existing) and navigate
to the ‘edit’ panel in the toolbar and find the tab that says Plugins. From here you can scroll or
search for your chosen plugin and check the box that says enable. (A restart is usually required).
Once it restarts VARest will now be part of your project. Tough part over….kidding that was the
easiest part.
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Create a UI Widget
Our next step is to create a quick widget that will be the home to all buttons and
controls within the game. Think of it as a dashboard that you can program
functionality into. For this project we will be adding a search bar into, for the final
project we added sliders and buttons.
To add this and start, in the content area right click and navigate to where it says
‘User Interface’ and locate the icon that is called Widget. It will look like the icon
to the right. Once selected Give it a good name that you will recognize. And
double click to open it to see the below window.

There are a number of great tutorials to help you understand the layout and functionalities of
widgets better. They are often referred to as UMGs, for the purposes of this class we will show
you some of the basic features in helping you create the content.
For more information please see some great documentation and tutorials below:
UMG UI Designer User Guide
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Create Menu Bar and Text Box
From the content palette at the top right drag in an image into your screen and adjust the size to
create a bar that runs along the bottom of the page. You can do this either by using the scale
handles or by adjusting the parameters in the detail panel. The purpose of this bar will be to place
content on – such as buttons that will sit on top of our screen to help it stand out. The only two
things we need to do here are change the color and adjust the anchors.

Anchors
The Anchors seen in the top of the Details Panel are there to help position your content
to the screen should the resolution or proportions of the screen change. Choosing the
correct Anchor point is important to avoid any destructive elements in your UI when you
adjust the screen size or resolution. As we always want the Bar at the bottom to be fixed
there we will select from the drop down menu the option to fix it to both bottom corners.
Once selected your bar will look like this.
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Colour/Color (Depending on where you were raised)
Lastly, we want to change the color of this bar to something that will
stand out. This is a great way to also customize your bar based on
color schemes that suit the project or the client. As this is a demo of the
Unreal Engine, we will choose a traditional Black color. The other thing
we can do from this panel is control the Opacity with the A (Alpha
Channel) located under the R G B Settings.
This will give the bar an opacity so content under it can still be vaguely
visible.

Add Text Box
Lastly in the Palette panel using the
search feature or by manually searching
for it you locate the Text Box input
highlighted on the left. Drag this into your
scene and place it somewhere on your
UI. We have placed it in the bottom right.

Note: As you build up your UI and it
becomes more complex it is important to
name and organise your content in the
Hierarchy panel below the Palette. Give
these recognisable names as you will
need them later when we start to add
functionality into the buttons and boxes.
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Lastly, we want to repeat the steps above in anchoring this search bar to a point on the
screen. Again, as we will always want this fixed on the bottom of the screen, you want to
choose one that fixes it to the bottom, or one of the corners as seen above. Additionally,
once clicked on the text box under the Details panel you can add text that will appear
here as a default, this default text can guide users to what you want to enter in this box.
For today’s Demo we will type ‘Enter City Here’ as we want people to type and search
for cities.
Make sure to save this and then close it for now we will come back to it in just a second.
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Create Game-Mode
Our next step we want to do is set up a Game
Mode. What this Game mode will allow us to do
is have the UI appear automatically when we play
the level in addition to preprogramming a number
of different features to automatically happen upon
playing the level.

Create a new Blueprint
To set up a game mode you can simply right click
in the content panel on the main page and select
to create a new blueprint. Upon selecting this you
will be asked to Pick a Parent Class. This allows
to choose what sort of blueprint it will be. For this
purpose, we will be creating a Game mode
Blueprint. Navigate or use the search bar to find
the Game Mode blueprint and click select to
create it.
Don’t forget to give it a new snazzy name once its
created so you can easily find it later.

World Settings
Before Jumping into the new blueprint, you want
to set your Level to automatically use this new
Game Mode over the default one. To do this
navigate to the World Settings located next to the
details panel. If it is not there by default head to
the windows tab at the top of the screen and find
the one that mentions ‘World Settings’, it will now
appear.
Once there, like the screen grab on the left shows
us navigate to the Game mode drop down and
make sure you select your newly created Game
mode as the one it will load up (this is why we
chose a snazzy name so you can find it and see
its clearly marked as being the ‘GameMode
Override’. Make sure this is done, if not it won’t
load up the UI and will make you sad.
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Adding our UI
Once finished, navigate to the content panel and find your icon. I didn’t use a
snazzy name, but you will have. Double click on it and open it up and navigate
towards the Event Graph tab. We are now going to tell the Game-mode to load
up our newly created widget onto the screen.
From the event Begin Play node (if not there, right click and search for it to add)
drag out from the node and add the node ‘Create Widget’, once this is created in
the ‘Class’ setting we will want to find and select our widget we created earlier.
Once this is done, we drag out from this node and search and add the next one called ‘Add to
viewport’ make sure all connections are set up like the below.
What this does in short is, whenever we begin the level or Play, it will find our widget and bring it
to the main level and then add it to the main screen. Pretty simple so far right? Still getting started.

Test Level
You can now test that everything is working and happy by playing the level at the top of the main
screen and should be welcomed to our new Black bar and search box in the view! Congrats! If
not make sure all the steps above are done correctly before continuing.
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VaREST Functionality
Ok now we can get into the fun stuff, getting a connection to the Open Weather
Data we saw at the beginning. To do this head back into the Widget we created
with the black bar and the search box. To find it, it looks like the icon the left.
Once here we want to click on our Text Box we created earlier, what we want to
achieve is when someone types something into this box and hits enter, that it will
‘call’ to the online database (the open weather) and bring the data source into
the level. Sounds complex? Guess again. Firstly when you select the text box in
the details panel scroll to the bottom where it says events.

Here we can create events when you do things with this text box. We want to make an event
(something to happen) when we ‘commit’ a change. Press the Green plus button next to the
second box and you’ll be taken to the screen below which is in the Event Graph function of the
Widget. See top right of the screen, Designer and Graph.

From here you can now see a new Red Event node has been created called ‘on text committed’.
From here we can now build what we want to happen after we type something in the box.
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Firstly, we want to make sure we define what ‘Committed’ is, much like a relationship, at the
moment its default, but we want to define it in more detail to make sure that it only does something
if we hit the ENTER button. To get this node, drag out from the Commit Method and type = into
the search bar, use the default one and you’ll see a box appear that looks like the one above. In
the drop-down option select the one that says ‘On Enter’.
Next we only want it to activate if there is actually text in the box when you hit enter, so we want
to set up a Branch node, which creates a Boolean (True/False) node from the main Event. Upon
True, if there is text in the box when you hit enter, we will then build out functionality. But if there
is no text in the box when you hit enter it will do nothing.

VaREST (Here at last)
From the True node, meaning once there is text in the box and we hit enter, we want to tell it what
to do next, which is connect up with our online REST API. To do this First on a blank area of the
page right click and search for VAREST, you will find the node at the very top of the search bar
and hit enter. A big box saying VA REST SUBSYSTEM will now Appear, from here drag out from
the blue node, and search for the node Call URL. As we want to call out a web page. Hook up
everything as seen in the below example:
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From here we now need to refer back to our Open Weather information we saw earlier. Remember
our API Key and address??
api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q={city name}&appid={API key}
We now want to enter that in the box that says URL, but this time fill in the Blue parts with your
own information, both a test city name, and your own unique API Key. We will test if this works in
a minute, but please make sure this information is correct.

From the bottom of the Call URL node you will see a red box called CallBack, drag out from here
and create a Custom Event, this can be done by just typing in Custom event into the search bar,
here we want to give it a name, like Steve…no not Steve, that wouldn’t help, let’s call it Response.
It matters only so you and others know what that event is doing, in this case we know this event
is what happens when we get a Response from the web page with all our data in it. We’re now
going to make sure this works, and you’ve done everything correctly up till now by getting Unreal
to show us the data its brought in when we Type in the search bar and hit enter.
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To do this drag out from our new Event node and type in Get Response Content as String, a
string in short is just text, hook it up as above and then after that we want to Print that String to
the screen, drag out from the previous node and search for Print String and hook everything
up. In short, once we hit enter in the box, it will hopefully reach up to the online URL we entered
at Open Weather, bring it into Unreal, and display the data on the screen. For us to see.

Test Level
Now before moving on let’s do another Test!! Make sure everything’s been done right so
far. If you do the same again and Play the level from the top bar, your level should begin.
Type something into the Text Box and hit enter, once this is done you should be greeted
with a lovely string of data from Open Weather! Congrats your project is now connected
to an online database!! If you look closely, you’ll notice the format and text matches that
which we saw earlier. Take a Break, you’ve earned it.
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Build Out Widget
Great so we have now created our connection to the online database. Now what we want to do
is a number of things, firstly we need to set up the search bar so when we type in a city name, it
brings us data from that City. Then we want to start working through the data and attribute the
changing values to a visual feature in the engine. But First let’s make a small modification to the
script.

Search Box
To make use of the Search bar in our UI we want to Break our URL String up to change the city
name depending on what’s typed in the search box. To do this drag out from the URL node and
search for the node Append, this will allow us to reconstruct the URL to be anything we want.
Firstly, add an extra pin in the node so you can see an A, B and C node. Drag out from the B
node and connect it to the Text connection in the Event Node as seen below (this will make
sense in a minute:
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Now remember our original web address from earlier that lived in here:
api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q={city name}&appid={API key}
We now want to break this up into three parts:
A: api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=
B: Will be the City name you type into the Text box
C: &appid={API key}
What this does is makes the City name interchangeable depending on the city name you type into
the box and changes the web address to get data from that city. The Append Node will then
reconstruct A, B + C together and create the new web address.
You can test this feature out by playing the level and this time typing in a city name into the search
box and hitting enter and seeing the data change depending on the city you enter:

See where this is going? Exciting right!!
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What Data to Visualise?
The last thing we will share with you, is how we then take one of the data values from the incoming
data and translate it into a visual feature in the engine. A couple of things to note here.
Firstly, it is a manual task to understand how the data is coming in and thus how to translate it to
work with a feature. For this example you can see that data in the Open Weather Website.

Example: Say wind Speed comes in at 1.5, however you need to understand what 1.5 means in
order to attribute a value to it in Unreal. In this case we can see Wind Speed is meters/sec. Now
we know this we need to either link that into the existing feature (if it has the same variable OR
convert it so it works with Unreal.) Though we won’t cover that here we will share the blue prints
at the end of the document on some examples of this with the weather systems.
Secondly, though there are some custom features in the engine, sun, clouds etc, others you will
have to build yourself, but for your FIRST DIGITAL TWIN, lets stick with weather.
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Make it Rain
For this class we will focus on hooking the engine up with the Rain data coming from open
weather. For this we want to create our own rain particle and for this we can set up a quick Niagara
Particle system.

Though there are lots of different features you can benefit from with this feature for this class we
will keep it simple, however check out the end for resource links on what you can do with it.

First things first we need to set up an empty particle
system in the project. In the content browser right click
and look in the FX section and click on the Niagara
system.
After this you will be presented with a number of different
options. We want to start with just an empty system. Click
on finish and you’re good to get started
Click on this and you will have new icon in
your content browser.
Don’t forget to give it a snazzy name….not
just Rain.
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Build a Rain tool
Next we need to set up a very quick and simple rain feature in addition to setting up a variable
that our Widget will be able to read and adjust the settings of as the live data changes.

Start with right clicking in a blank area of the screen and Add an Emitter. You’ll be presented
with a number of different options for this we want to create an Empty emitter option to create
an empty emitter.

After this navigate to the Emitter update + and create a
spawn rate. Doing this you can create how many
particles are created within this effect. On the right you
will need to then update this node to a high number for
the rain. Start with 1000.
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After this you wont notice any change as all 1000 particles are just being created in a single
point so we will want to create an area that the particles will be created. For this navigate down
the list to the particle Spawn + and search for Box location.

Now we have a small box and you can start to see some particles
being created. We now want to change the size of area. Where the
rain will be created from. But lets increase the size of the area. Lets
bump that up to 1000x1000x100.

The box will now update to be a larger dispersed plane. Please note
that this area you will want to change depending on the level you want
to add the rain too. But the particles at this stage are still standing still.
Now we want to add some gravity to the particles so it starts falling like
rain.
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Next up, click on the Particle Update
+ node search for Gravity.
This will create a new Gravity force
and come with a big Red warning
label that warns us that there are
additional forces that need to be
created to create gravity.
To quickly set all the required forces
to simulate gravity click on Fix Issue
and it will automatically fix the
problem and load the correct data
into the particle system.

In the Left window you will now see your particles start to fall with
gravity. Starting to simulate rain with real world gravity. Cool right?

However, the particles don’t look much like rain right now. More like
snow! Which is great if you are looking at creating snow fall however
to achieve something that looks more like rain we will want to change
the material to look more like a water material.
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Next, at the bottom of the emitter Click on Spawn Renderer, you will now be presented with all
the stats on the rendered particle at the top will have the default material used for the particle.
Now here you can create your own water material but for this we’ll keep it simple and use a
default material form the starter content library. Click the drop-down menu and search for the
dust particle. Trust me.

To fix the issue with scale look in the Sub UV Size option down the
right-hand size and adjust the scale to 2.0 x 2.0. This will match the
size of the material to match the particle size.
The material will change but finally to add the finishing touches to
the rain we want to change the proportions of the particles to look
more rain like.
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In the Initialize Particle option in the emitter we want to adjust the Sprite Attribute’s Y value to
be longer to look more like rain. Adjust this figure to be around 20 and you will see the Particles
take on more of a rain form.

Now the rain is created we want to create a variable that we can link to the data set that will adjust
as the data changes. In the Left hand-side of the screen navigate across to the User Exposed
section and click the + button and create a Float variable (number variable).
Give it a purposefully non snazzy name SpawnRate, you will need to remember this for a little
later on. And give it a starting rate of 1000.
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Net we want to add the variable to Spawn
Rate which is located under the Emitter
Update section of the emitter. From the
drop down box select the Variable from the
User section and find your SpawnRate
variable to add it.
And that’s us ready to go! Save your work and close the Niagara Particle system to return to the
level editor and add it to the new level. Position it high up (where the rain will start). And we’re
good to go to the last section.
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Return to the Widget
Open up the Widget tool and back into the Event Graph. We now want to bring all the controllable
variables into the widget. We do this by adding an Event Construct node, so when the widget is
created it brings in our rain particle to be edited. Drag out from the event construct and create a
node called Get Actor of Class.

Lastly, we need to create a new variable out of the actor node and promote to Variable. Name
this Rain System. From here we want set the default value to 0 so when our scene starts its not
raining until we find a location that has rain. Drag out our new variable from the right and this time
Get the variable, form this drag out and create a new node called Set Float Parameter. And set
the Parameter as 0. Don’t forget to lay it out neatly. See above.

Back down in our Response Event we created earlier. Drag out our new variable again, Get the
variable, form this drag out and create a new node called Set Float Parameter. Neatly!!
We want to get the response to find the rain variable from the Open Weather data and adjust the
variable depending on the incoming data. The following steps will need to be changed depending
on the data source, but we’ll cover that shortly.
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Next up we need to understand the way the data is formatted in the data source. This you can
see in the Open Weather API documentation.

We need to guide Unreal to look for this specific data step by step. From our request node in the
response event drag out and type Get response Object. This will convert the data into an object
we can interrogate further.
From here drag out and create a Get Object Field, this will look for the first parameter. In the
Field Name field type in rain as it appears in the API documentation.

From here drag out one last time search for a Get Number Field, here we will add the last
parameter form the data base. In the field number area type in 1h. It will now know what number
to bring across from the API data.
Lastly to increase the variable we want to take the Return Value and increase the value to work
with our Niagara particle. Pull out from this node and type * and type in a value like 5000. Finally
connect this node to our Set Float Parameter.
And this is everything we need to do to get the Data source to link to our new rain particle. Try
Playing the level and type in a location where there is rain and watch the rain activate when a
location has rain.
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Orbit Camera
Lastly, to orbit around our new site, instead of using the default navigation. We need to change
the game mode one last time. First, we need to setup the input so that it shows the mouse cursor
and hides it when we rotate the camera.
In the Game Mode blueprint we created, after adding the widget add a node called “Get Player
Controller”. Drag out from that node and add a “Show Mouse Cursor” Node and check the box
in that node. Then drag out from the same node again and add a “Set Input Mode Game and
UI” Node.

Now we can start creating our pawn.

Right Click in content browser, Create Blueprint Class.
Choose “Pawn”, name it Orbit Camera or something that
you can identify and open the blueprint
In the right menu, under “Pawn”. Set “Auto Possess
Player” to Player 0.
In the top left components box, click Add Component. First
add a SpringArm, then a Camera. Make Sure the Camera
is under the Spring Arm in the hierarchy. Do this by dragging
and dropping the camera under the spring arm so it looks
like the image on the right.
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Select the SpringArm from the
components panel, and in the right
panel set “Target Arm Length” to
1000, Disable “Do Collision Test”,
Set Y-axis Rotation to -45 degrees.

Go To the Event Graph.
To add rotation functionality to the
Pawn, we need to add bindings for
the mouse X and Y axis.
Right click and search for “Mouse X”,
add the node under “Mouse Events”.
Do the Same For Mouse Y.
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You should have this:

Now, Add an “AddActorWorldRotation” Node. Right click the “Delta Rotation” pin and choose
“Split Struct Pin”, Then hook up the Mouse X Axis Value to the “Delta Rotation Z (Yaw)” pin.

Then, Search for an “AddLocalRotation” node, add the one called
“AddLocalRotation(SpringArm)”.
Split the struct pin in the same say as before and hook up the Mouse Y Axis Value to the “Delta
Rotation Y (Pitch)” pin.
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-Add Events for “Mouse Wheel
Up” and “Mouse Wheel Down”
-Add the node called “Get
Spring Arm” to get a reference
to the spring arm component.
Drag out from the blue pin on that
node and select “Get Target
Arm Length”. Do it again for “Set
Target Arm Length.

Drag out from the “Target Arm Length” on the first node and add a multiply node by searching
for “*” and selecting “float * float”. Set the value on that node to 0.9. Hook the result up to the
green pin on the “Target Arm Length” Node. Then, connect the “Pressed” Node on the “Mouse
Wheel Up” Event to the execution pin on the Set node.
Repeat the same steps for the “Mouse Wheel Down” node, but set the multiply value to 1.1
instead of 0.9. To make this easier, you can select all the nodes and copy-paste them.
Now we are ready to add the pawn to our level.
Drag the “Orbit Camera” pawn we created from the content browser out into the center of the
level.
Simply hit play and we should have a functioning orbit camera that can zoom in and out with the
mouse wheel. Success!!

Hit Play to test it!
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Minimal Viable Product
All the features we’ve created in today’s class are the starting points in creating the Demo product
that we saw in the presentation! Unfortunately, due to time we couldn’t share the construction of
the completed level, but the rest of the functionality is all situated around the same principles. As
supplement documentation we have attached images of how each of the weather systems have
followed the similar principles in creating a fully functioning Real World Weather.

We Now have a model that accurately reflects real world weather coming from a real time data
base. This is the basic functionality of how Digital Twins work, the only part that changes is the
source of the data, the format its stored that you need to break down to expose to elements in the
engine.
Today we focused on Data that is free and available for everyone. Weather. How deep you go
and what functionality is up to the users. In the above example we built out the UMG, added
buttons, allowed you to change camera views but most of what you see is just building out
functions around the real time data.
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Resources
Weather is just one of the open data sources available, however a host of free data sources are
available for you to experiment with yourself. Depending on how the data is stored, whether it’s a
REST API you connect to or a static data. Below are some resources for further learning and just
some of the hundreds of data sources available online.

Free Data sources
Below are just some of the data sources available, however City data is vastly available online for
most cities around the world. A quick search will show a lot more.
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://data.london.gov.uk/
o City Data
https://www.trafiklab.se/
o Transportation Data
https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
o Open City Data
https://www.programmableweb.com/
o Atmosphere nitrous oxide levels
o Historical Weather
https://developer.tomtom.com/
o Traffic Data
https://public-apis.io/
o Database of Public API Sources

Further Learning
As we were limited for time we couldn’t cover everything we wanted however below are a number
of great resources to further explore the features in Unreal Engine to allow you to start exploring
the features and possibilities of the engine.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get Started Today
Class Material
Free Online Learning of Unreal Engine
Making Volumetric Clouds in Unreal
engine 4.26
Sun Position Driven by UI | Tips &
Tricks
UMG UI Designer User Guide
VAREST Tutorial
Orbit Camera Tutorial

Thank you for attending todays class, and thank you to WSP for sharing their work in
Digital Twins, for more information on Unreal Engine come visit us at the Epic Games
Virtual Booth at Autodesk University 2020.
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Additional Resources
In the handouts please find the MVP Unreal Engine file for you to explore further how some of
the content was created. In addition to a file highlighting Blueprints from the completed Demo
file.
Stay tuned form WSP and Epic Games on further support around Digital Twins in the AEC

Caveats
Please note the demo file uses Unreal Engine 4.26 Preview, and some of the new features
released in the newest version of the engine such as Volumetric clouds. As 4.26 at the time of
Autodesk University 2020 was still in preview and thus subject to changes we cant share the
project file (yet) but keep an eye out for a release of this file in December when the Final 4.26
build is released.
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